ABSTRACT MICROEXPLOSIONS
INTRODUCTION
Both exact and approximate Taylor-Sedov (T-S) theory 1-4 have long been used to describe spherical blast waves emanating from strong point explosions.
The assumptions that have been used in developing the T-S theory make it valid only in a midfield regime as outlined below.
Here we address the near-field regime where the source mass is not negligible. This is of interest for certain explosiveawork and for other problems 5-6 such as laser-initiatedpellet microexplosions.
The one-dimensionalplanar near-field case has already been treated.
7 Here we address the near-field spherical case.
Below we first briefly review the T-S approximate theory to review methodologies and limitations.
Then the alternative approximate theory is developed by using similar methodology. Finally, results of calculationsfor a 1-M.Jpellet-debrismicroexplosion are presented for both theories and compared.
II. REVIEW OF TAYLOR-SEDOV APPROXIMATE THEORY
In deriving the T-S theory it was aasumed
(1) a large amount of energy Es is released that:
instantaneously(At is O) from a small (negligible) volume; (2) a spherically expanding strong hydroshock emanates; and (3) the mass of the energy source ms ia negligible; thus either ms = O, or the shock must sweep over a wss of ambient gas ml such that m >> ms. 1 Assumption (3) enables definition of a nearfield region wherein~~ms, and thus where T-S theory is not valid. A midfield may be defined wherein m 1 >> ms, but only out to a radius where strong shock theory is valid, i.e., P 2 '> '1' where P2 is the peak pressure behind the shock and PI is the ambient gas pressure. In this region the T-S theory is valid. The far-field region, where the assumption P2 >> PI is not valid and where a weak shock wave and finally an acoustic wave exists, will not be treated in this report.
Given the above assumptions and certain [3] [4] similarity arguments, the T-S theory givea the shock position R by
where t ia time, pl ia ambient gas density, and Co is a constant involving the specific-heat ratio Y.
Spherical symmetry is assumed.
The constant co is evaluated as follows. The energy of the system is assumed constant and equal to Es . Then, after energy release,
where u is flow speed, e is specific internal energy, and p is density.
From strong-shock theory (P2 >> PI) the flow speed, density, snd peak pressure immediatelybehind the shock, denoted by Subscript (2), are given by
III. APPROXIMATE BLAST THEORY WITH SOURCE MASS
We now consider the case where the source mass is not negligible. We aasume, as in the T-S theory, that the source energy Es is delivered in a very short time (At + O). We also assume spherical
We start wfth conservation of energy r.m .
.
. (7) assumed
to the source (12) debris, ambient where R = (dR/dt) from Eq. (1) iS
where the subscript (d) refers t-3f5 the subscript (g) refers to the shock-heated gas, and r refers to the radius of the debris/driu?ngas interface (contact surface); the other terms have the same meaning as in the laat section.
In the spirit of the T-S approximate theory A1.ao 1 '2 2 ;2 ez"m~" (y + 1)2
In the approximate T-S theory, it ia in Eq. (12) reduces
Eq. (12a) gives the integral for the driven gss that all the gas swept over by the shock is concen- 
. (9) whence P2 -2" 'd " 'g "~R'
Using Eq. (1) Combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (6) yields (15) where the subscript s refers to the source before .
giving R as a function of R for a given Es, PI, explosion. Equation (15) implies the assumption that R= r, i.e., (R-r)/r << 1.
Using Eqs. (13) - (15) debris. The the, position, and nature of such fiteraction will depend on the ambient-gas density in the cavity. Outward transmittedwaves from the intertztion will subsequently interact with the cavity walls.
. 8.
